The University of Miami
European Union Center,
the Consortium of Jean Monnet Chairs of the Americas and the Jean Monnet in the US Network,
cordially invite you to a lecture on:

“EU Internal Policies: The Bologna Process - A Review 20 years on”

Dr. Beverly Barrett

Research Associate/ Editor, University of Miami, EU Center
Assistant Professor of International Economics, University of St. Thomas, Houston

Registration: https://miami.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJApc-urpj4sGtdO9Y-kA_dOPTTJUAJ6p2Nx

Dr. Beverly Barrett graduated from the doctoral program in International Studies at the University of Miami. The research on her doctoral dissertation on the Bologna Process has been published as *Globalization and Change in Higher Education: The Political Economy of Policy Reform in Europe* (book publisher Palgrave Macmillan, 2017). Current research interests include international political economy, regional integration, and governance with particular emphasis on education and economic development. Following the M.A. program at Johns Hopkins University School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS) in Bologna, Italy and Washington, D.C, where she specialized in International Economics and American Foreign Policy, she spent several years working in public affairs with the U.S. House of Representatives, the White House Office of Cabinet Affairs, and the Department of State as Assistant to the U.S. Ambassador in Helsinki, Finland. Afterwards she was the Program Director for Literacy Texas and Public Affairs Representative at the Houston Branch of the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas. She graduated from Vanderbilt University, B.S. cum laude in Human and Organizational Development, with minors in Art History and Spanish. Recently she has served as Visiting Faculty in International Business at Universidad de las Americas Puebla (UDLAP) in Mexico. Read more at [http://globalizationandchange.com/](http://globalizationandchange.com/)
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